
Three years later, in October 1972,
the six heads of government met again,
this time in Paris and with their three

Good intentions

overtaken
by changes in
economic weather

colleagues from the acceding countries
(Britain, Ireland and Denmark), the en-
largement negotiations having succeeded
in the interim. This "summit", which ap-
pears in retrospect to represent the high-
water mark of faith in an almost automatic
process of European construction, reiter-

ated the Community's determination

"irreversibly" to achieve an economic and
monetary union and affirmed the intention
of the nine governments "to transform
before the end of the present decade the
whole complex of their relations into a
European union". EMU had thus become
the touchstone of progress in the con-

struction of Europe.
The basis for the Economic and

Monetary Union was laid in two Com-
munity decisions taken earlyin 1971 and
a year later. The main symbol of Euro-
pean unity was to be the progressive
narrowing of the margins within which the
currencies of the member countries might
fluctuate against each other (with a view
to the eventual creation of a European
currency), and this was strengthened by
an elaborate action program designed to
ensure gradual integration of monetary
and conjunctive policy. Measures relating

to fiscal policy and capital movements
were proposed, and institutional innova-

tions were envisaged.

world. By then it was evident that
comprehensive program for European,'
struction adopted at the Paris ":,u
was unrealistic, and that even the into
goals could not be achieved on schedi
While the next "summit", held ir: Cop:
hagen in December 1973, reasse rted

need for rapid progress towards E:vIL;

called for an acceleration of work tor^'
European union, there seemed to -)e sa-

thing pro forma about the declars tion

most attention was focused on the u^
and divisive problem of assuring ..tdeql
energy supplies for Europe. A3erie
setbacks followed during the next moi
dramatized by France's withdra-val l

the EMU currency arrangeme its

Italian balance-of-payment res^ricf nific<
which were widely regarded as coitra , ^ust
the obligations of the Rome treat y. T mE^nt
developments "put paid", for the time' suffi
ing, to the scheme for EMU and gave Brit.
to serious fears for the integrit ; O'!: tic^n
Common Market.

We now know that the EEC survi ^resE
these threats to its existence . .nd , sent,
European union ( though it has n,=ver' icl
very clearly defined) remains the accr '
goal of Europeans. What has chai ^ '`,orL

under the impact of economic diffic•, "

and of political developments `_at , the }

revealed the vulnerability of the CO( the
nity to world trends over which it has``,,y uP
influence, has been the tacit acce,)tai^ïn^ol
the scheme for Europe established
than a decade and a half ago. 7 her,,5ttc
also been a fortuitous change o: pla:wltqin;:
with the disappearance from the poll rnem

scene of President Pompidou and hi.l

Brandt, accompanied by a realignmeprocF

forces within the Community bT^,of pc

about by enlargement. ahl^
cu1t,"

Debate renewed
` dirccBoth the ends and means of 311

construction have been the s:ibjeu;},

sharp debate throughout the P^:ar;^ue

period and it is, perhaps, a he,lthy;ef1-r,1

that this was actively renewed oice pro,,

clear that the Common Mark at Fcentr

survive the difficulties of 197` -7 ^%vhicl

debate about ends centred on th( oldvrnrn

ment concerning supra-nationa' i ty,Y_u rri

that about means took place be :wee;
traditionalists, the advocates of ecathr,

gradualism, and those who thc aghlbi;ni

events had discredited this app'oacits e

advocated a "leap in the dark" - a dt'ise

tic exercise of political will to E stabby t

European political entity, the Ptcorn

details of which could be worized _*Iusi

leisure. If the governments of ThE^aen

were listening, they did not a11ow fnter

bate to influence their conduct undl!

Economic downturn
Unfortunately, these good intentions were
overtaken by a dramatic change in the
world's economic weather, the first intima-
tions of which occurred within months of
the first Community decision. In May

1971, the Deutschmark, rising through the

permissible margin of fluctuation, was
allowed to float by the German Govern-
ment. This setback was followed a few
months later by the United States balance-
of-payments restrictions of August 15,
which heralded a new era of difficulty and
instability in the world economy. This
change was an unforeseen and ironic cala-
mity at a time when the easier stages of
European integration had been completed
and the adventure into the unknown was
about to begin. It was to test not only the
vaunted "irreversibility" of the Customs
Union but the validity of faith in a politi-

cal destiny for Europe.
Throughout 1973, the indices of eco-

nomic activity and of inflation deteriorated
together, and towards the end of the year
the energy crisis, precipitated by the price
and production policies of the OPEC

countries, shook an already harassed
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